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Abstract 
Push-to-Talk (PTT) is a useful capability for rapidly deployable 
wireless mesh networks used by first responders. PTT allows 
several users to speak with each other while using a single, half-
duplex, communication channel, such that only one user speaks 
at a time while all other users listen. This paper presents the 
architecture and protocol of a fault tolerant PTT service for PTT 
in all IP Networks. 
Index Terms 
Push To Talk (PTT), PoC, SIP Clients, High Availability, Fault 
Tolerance in network, Redundancy. 

1. Introduction 

Push-to-Talk (PTT) is a well known service in the law 
enforcement and public safety communities, where 
coordination and spectral efficiency are key for efficient 
communication. Some cell phone companies offer a 
similar service in the commercial world. However, core 
differences in motivation drive these two sectors. Cellular 
phone systems are designed for the busiest hour, as 
outages impact revenue, while public safety systems are 
designed for worst case scenarios, as outages impact lives.  
Unfortunately, first responders cannot always rely on 
preexisting ground communication infrastructure. For 
example, the White House report on hurricane Katrina [1] 
states that 1,477 cell towers were incapacitated, leaving 
millions unable to communicate. 
A PTT system requires an arbitration mechanism (also 
known as floor control) which determines the order in 
which participants speak. All participants that wish to 
communicate with each other form a PTT group. As the 
name suggests, they request to talk by pressing a button. 
In contrast to peer-to-peer VoIP systems, data must be 
disseminated from the speaker to all the participants in a 
given PTT group. 
Since PTT is a complex service involving session 
controllers, media gateways, failure of any component 
will result in disruption of service. Previous solutions 
address using cold standby components so in case of 
failure backup systems will start, but the existing sessions 
will be destroyed. In the paper we propose a fault tolerant 
mechanism so no session is lost and on failure the existing 
user sessions are seamlessly migrated without any loss of 
sessions.  

2. Literature Survey 

In the literature survey, we explore PTT service in IP 
networks and the existing fault tolerance mechanism. 
PTT allows half-duplex communication between multiple 
participants which request to speak by pressing a button. 
On 
a PTT group only one user is granted Permission-to-Speak 
at a time, while all the other users listen. DaSilva et al. [7] 
provide a good survey about PTT technologies. Floor 
control, an integral part of PTT, has been studied 
extensively over the years [8]–[10]. Some approaches to 
decentralized floor control 
are presented in [11]. A basic level of fault tolerance is 
built into some of these protocols to enable crash recovery. 
PTT is commonly used by law enforcement and public 
safety communities to efficiently communicate between 
multiple users. Public safety agencies usually rely on 
trunked networks, known as Land Mobile Radio (LMR) 
systems, for voice and data communication [12]. The two 
major LMR systems are Project-25 [13], which is 
deployed over North America, and Terrestrial Trunked 
Radio (TETRA), which is deployed over Europe. 
Stringent guidelines for PTT, such as 500 ms one-way 
delay for voice packets to all listeners of a group, ensure 
that the system operates with acceptable performance. 
Cell phone users also benefit from PTT type services that 
are now offered by telecommunication companies. A 
common standard, known as Push-to-Talk over Cellular 
(PoC) [14], allows PTT from different cellular network 
carriers to interoperate with one another. PoC uses VoIP 
protocols (SIP, RTP, etc) between clients and the PoC 
server. A floor control mechanism, referred to as Talk 
Burst Control Protocol, arbitrates communication in each 
group. The performance requirements of PoC are less 
demanding than those in LMR systems. For example, the 
standard specifies that end-to-end delay should typically 
be no more than 1.6 seconds and that the turnaround time 
from the time a user releases the floor until it hears 
another user speak should be no longer than 4 seconds. 
An initial evaluation on a GPRS cellular network is 
shown in [15]. 
Balachandran et al. show a unifying system for bridging 
LMR and commercial wireless access technologies [16]. 
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Both LMR and commercial PTT solutions (PoC) rely on a 
central point of arbitration and send a separate unicast 
voice stream to each member of the PTT group. On these 
networks, the inefficiency inherent in using multiple 
unicast streams is not 
that costly over the wired backbone medium. Such a 
design 
would yield a multi-hop wireless mesh network useless 
with 
just a few users, and therefore is not a good fit in our case. 
A decentralized approach with a full-mesh conferencing 
model is presented by Lennox and Schulzrinne in [17]. 
Florian Maurer [18] shows a decentralized scheme for 
PTT. Both approaches rely on all-to-all communication of 
control and voice packets between users. While adequate 
for small conferences or PTT sessions, this approach does 
not scale well and does not provide the robustness 
necessary to support node crashes and network partitions 
and merges, as presented in this paper. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

 

Figure 1: PTT System Architecture 

The PTT system consists of two important sub systems as 
shown in Fig 1.  
 
SIP Clients 
PTT Servers 
 
SIP Client connects to server for the PTT session. SIP is 
used for call control and media control messages. PTT 
Server System implements the IP exchange to divert all 
the messages from users to the PTT Server as shown in 
Fig 1. PTT server will do session control and floor 
management. PTT Server is functionally split into two 
systems  
SIP Server will do the SIP Message handling for 
connecting the users in a PTT Call and the Media Server 
will do media delivery and handle the RTP Streams as 
shown in Fig 2. 
The SIP Server and media server can fail. When the SIP 
Server fails, it will loss all the PTT Sessions in it and 

would lose control of the sessions.More severe is Media 
Server failure. If the Media Server fails the media 
broadcast cannot be made and all users in the session will 
tear down from the session.So in this project we deal with 
these two problems 

 

Figure 2: PTT Server functionality 

Handling SIP Server failure 
Handling Media Server failure 
 
The core of our failure handling process is to shift the 
state information towards to the client side from the server 
side. The advantage of this scheme is that server becomes 
stateless so no need for complex failure recovery 
mechanism like hot standby mode.Also keeping the state 
information at client side makes the solution very scalable 
and less CAPEX and OPEX expenditure for the provider. 
Failure of a user client will affect only its operation but 
PTT session still continue. 

1.2 Fault Tolerant PTT Solution 

Handling SIP Server Failure 
In the PTT service, the most important challenge in 
shifting the state from server side to client side is that, the 
current way of connecting call using INVITE transactions. 
This makes the server to maintain state information of the 
sip session and the transaction.  
In usual PTT SIP session handling, SIP INVITE 
transaction is invoked to connect to the Call and SIP BYE 
transaction is required to disconnect the Call.Due to this 
way of connecting the call, SIP Server has to maintain lot 
of states which comes quite impossible and as a result hot 
standby is very difficult or not possible.  
SIP Session details in terms of call-id, from, to, contact, 
route has to be maintained for each call. So when SIP 
server fails these session information are lost and this 
because difficult to restore the session and PTT session 
fails.  
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Instead of using the INVITE and BYE transactions, we 
propose a new mechanism using the SIP INFO message 
which is very light weight. 
In the SIP INFO we propose a new body format for the 
purpose of PTT. Most of state information need to be 
maintained at server in existing solutions is pushed to 
keep at the SIP Client by transferring them via body in the 
INFO responses; this makes the SIP server stateless. 
We design a new PPT profile. This profile is to be carried 
in the INFO message.  
The flow of message in our fault tolerant solution is below 

1. The PTT controller sends the INFO message 
with body. The body specifies the intent to create 
a PTT session.  

The Body will be like this  

 <CREATE PTT SESSION > 

<SDP BODY> 

…. Media description  

</SDP BODY> 

<JOIN LIST> 

<Number> 8996899 </Number> 

<Number> 8996810 </Number> 

……. 

</JOIN LIST> 

</CREATE PTT SESSION> 

SDP BODY will have the sdp description and the JOIN 
LIST will have the number which needs to connect to this 
session. 

2. The Sip Server on receiving the INFO message, 
it will create a Bride in the Media Server, and 
send the Bride SDP to the Media Server.The 
body in the 200 OK response for the INFO is 
below 

<CREATE PTT SUCCESS > 

<SESSION ID> session id </SESSION ID> 

<SDP BODY> 

…. Media Bride SDP…. 

</SDP BODY> 

 <BRIDE INFO> 

 …. Bridge participant’s info… 

</BRIDE INFO> 

</CREATE PTT SUCCESS> 

3. Once the Controller User agent receives this 
media bridge SDP information add it to media 
bridge information and it will periodically send 
the INFO message 

<PTT BRIDGE DETAIL > 

<SESSION ID> session id </SESSION ID> 

<JOIN LIST> 

<Number> 89779 </Number> 

…….. 

</JOIN LIST> 

<BRIDE INFO> 

….Bride participant’s info … 

</BRIDE INFO> 

</PTT BRIDGE DETAIL> 

4. On receiving the INFO bodyPTT BRIDGE 
DETAIL , the Sip Server query the Media server 
for the latest BRIDE INFO detail and send the 
INFO 200 Response with the latest bridge info 
details.  

5. Sip Server on receiving the INFO with create 
PTT also sends the invitation to all the parties 
mentioned in join list to connect to the PTT 
session.  

The body will be like this 

<JOIN PTT SESSION > 

<SESSION ID> session id </SESSION ID> 

<SDP BODY> 

…. Media Server SDP  

</SDP BODY> 

<JOIN LIST> 

<Number> 8996899 </Number> 

<Number> 8996810 </Number> 

……. 

</JOIN LIST> 

</JOIN PTT SESSION> 

6. On receiving the JOIN PTT Session, the 
participants will send a 200 OK response with its 
media description.  

<JOIN PTT SUCCESS > 

<SESSION ID> session id </SESSION ID> 

<SDP BODY> 
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…. Media description….  

</SDP BODY> 

</ JOIN PTT SUCCESS > 

7. On the 200 OK response with JOIN PTT 
SUCCESS, the sip server will send the media 
description to the Media Server. Media Server 
will update the Media Bridge.   

By pushing the bride info and participants information of 
floor control to the PTT controller user agent, we have 
made the sip server as stateless Handling Media Server 
Failure 
The Media server is equipped with the mechanism to 
create the Media Bridge on fly with the media bridge 
information. 
Sip Server on the receiving the PTT Bridge detail 
message will forward the Bridge Info in the body to the 
media server. Media server will create the Bridge based 
on the Bridge Info on fly. So even if Media server fails 
and restarts it will have least impact on the existing PTT 
Session 

1.3 Performance Analysis 

We implemented the proposed fault tolerance mechanism 
for a LAN network. We introduced random failures for 
the SIP server and the Media Server. 100 PTT sessions is 
created with 3 users for PTT session.We measure the 
service disruption time between our solution and hot 
standby solutions as shown in Fig 3. In the observation we 
found that the service disruption time in our approach is 
very less compared to hot standby solution. 

 

Figure 3: Service Disruption time between improved and traditional 
solution 

Since our approach is stateless we also measure the 
number of PTT sessions the server is able to handle under 
different resource consumption. We found the number of 

PTT sessions the server is able to handle has increased a 
lot because of the stateless mechanism as shown in Fig 4. 

 

Figure 4: Number of PTT sessions handled by the server 

3. Conclusion and Enhancements 

In this paper, we have implemented the Fault tolerant 
mechanism and proved that our solution works better than 
hot standby solution. Our solution also reduces the 
CAPEX and OPEX cost incurred if hot standby 
configuration is implemented.  
We have left open the security part left untouched. Since 
body information in INFO and INFO Response goes as 
plain text any attacker can attack the messages. To avoid 
this we need to encrypt the message. This we plan to do as 
future work. 
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